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,VOL. VII. UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MARCH 28. 1912. NO. 9
FIRST A P P M N C E  OF S O P H S  V IC T O R IO U S  FAMOUS EDUCATOR M L  ACTORS IN TWO ONE-ACT 
GLEE CLUB GREAT H A R D  F O U G H T  T U G  GIVE AN ADDRESS PEATS TOMORROW
SINGERS 8CORE HIT IN BITTER 
ROOT METROPOLIS FRIDAY 
NIGHT—FINANCIAL LOSS.
i In one of the greatest contests ever man side. Half the time Owsley, the 
i seen in Missoula the Sophomores Frcehman anchor, was unable to p er- j 
I again asserted their supremacy over the movement of his adversaries j
the "Fighting FTosh" after an hour and on account of the crowd. Then, too,
I eighteen minutes o f nerve-racking Freshmen distributed resin along their.
struggle. It was Just 4:47 when Dan ,lne helped the anchor with his!
I Connors, referee of the contest stood rope. Although the umpires on the |
! on the ice in the center of the slough Soph side were also a little lax. It
and yelled, "Are you ready Soph? Are was not to such a marked degree as 
you ready FTosh? One, two, pull!” It
PRESIDENT HALL OF CLARK UNI- CASTS READY FOR PRODUCTIONS 
VERSITY TO STOP IN MIS- j IN ASSEMBLY HALL—SOME 
SOULA ON WAY WEST. FANCY DANCING.
The Glee Club returned from its 
Darby trip Sunday morning trium­
phant, triumphant because its first 
appearance on the road was carried 
off almost perfectly. In addition to 
making a hit with the people of Darby 
(the people o f Darby also made a hit 
with the Club) the members had a 
pleasant trip.
The numbers were much appreciated 
by the Darbyites; the Club responded 
to encore after encore. Hans Fischer, 
the young ’cellolst, w.ho accompanied 
the Club, made a decided hit with his 
solo from Traumerel and received the 
lion's share of applause. Miss Mabel 
Smith of the department of public 
speaking, with her clever renditions, 
also pleased the audience.
The trip lost the A. S. U. M. $30. 
This was due to the fact that the en­
gagement was not well advertised. The 
Club was scheduled to sing in Plains 
Friday night. At the very last minute 
the Plains people notified Mr. Thleme, 
the manager, that a counter attraction 
had been slated for some time and ad­
vised him not to bring the Club to that 
city. The manager immediately made 
arrangements for the trip to Darby.
was 5:05 when Owsley, the first man 
| on the FTosh side plunged into the icy 
! drink, and the little green and white 
i ’15 flag was lowered in honor.
PETER RONAN.
Soph Captain and Anchor.
L SUFFRAGE”  IS 
CRY OF VARSITY CO-EOS
At 4:30 this afternoon there will be 
a meeting In the Physics Lecture room 
for the purpose of organizing an Equal 
Suffrage Club in the University. For 
some time the enterprise has been un­
der discussion, and the result is a gen­
eral arousal o f interest in the subject 
throughout the student body, and act­
ual arrangement for organization of 
forces in the meeting this afternoon. 
As yet the women of the University 
are in the majority In "boosting” this 
most progressive of progressive move­
ments, but there are a few wide-awake 
men, too, who have taken active in­
terest.
We can't say much yet as to the 
actual form the organization will take j 
in constitution, by-laws and resolu­
tions, but we are sufficiently acquaint­
ed witih the term "equal suffrage” to j 
know that the movement Is worth our 
interest and time. Understand, the 
meeting is not at all the traditional I 
riotous kind that is characterized by j 
hair pulling and banners bearing the I 
interesting inscription, “Down with the i 
men.” It promises to be calm enough' 
for the tlmldest of men. Yes, of course, | 
the men are not only invited but urged i 
to Join this movement. “Come and j 
bring your friends.”
shall change his number upon the 
rope,” was broken by the FTosh. Ows­
ley, their anchor man, was the first 
man to take the deluge.
Short Contest.
In most schools the pull is limited 
to thirty minutes. In fact the pull 
last Friday would have been over in 
less than that time had the FTosh 
kept their rope. The men who pulled 
were: Captain Honan, anchor; Plum­
mer, Sheedy, Dornblaser, Day, Vealey, 
Klebe, Simpkins, Haines and Nichol­
son for the class of '14; Forbes, cap­
tain; Owsley, anchor; Gilchrist, Shea, 
Nesblt, Baxter, Borland, Spencer, 
Young and Bowman.
THER OF 
DIINIWAY IS VERY IlL
Dr. Dunlway returned Monday from : 
Portland, whence he had been called, 
by the serious illness of his mother,! 
Sirs. Abigail Scott Duntway, one of ■ 
the famous women of the Pacific coast, j 
Dr. Dunlway was in the east when! 
he heard of his mother's Illness and j 
hastened home. When he reached j 
Missoula he received the news that! 
Mrs, Dunlway wns much better and 
remained here. Later, however, her 
condition became alarming and the: 
president left for Portland on Wednes­
day of last week.
If Mrs. Duniway’a condition does not 
Improve In the meantime, the presi­
dent will go to her bedside In a few 
days. Her illness Is occasioned by an 
attack of the grippe, which is made 
doubly serious by her advanced age.
Mrs. Dunlway Is an early pioneer 
o f Oregon and a sister o f Harvey 
Scott, the editor of the Oregonian.
those on the FTosh side. Perhaps an 
excuse for this laxity may be found 
in the length of the contest.
Rules Broken.
The rule that no holes should be 
Hard Fight. more than six inches deep was broken
Never during the whole time w as by both sides. The rule that “no man
! the rope relaxed for an Instant. Dur- j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
lng the first fifteen minutes the fight 
' was hardest—for the contestants, at 
least. At the end o f this time it 
I seemed as if the FTosh had their op­
ponents going. They heaved, three 
heaves in succession, and Dornblaser, 
the first man on the Soph side rose 
In his marks. “You’ve got ’em, you’ve 
got ’em,” yelled the crowd, but the 
end was not yet. The Sophs raised 
to get more rope. They took It from 
the Frosh, bit by bit; It seemed to ‘be 
a fight for rope and not for supremacy.
The committee saw that the FTosh 
were giving rope and cut the rope off 
on their side, allowing them only three 
feet of surplus. This sounded the
doom of the FTosh; they could give no 
more rope; they must either outpull 
the Sophs or take the swim.
Frosh Fight Hard.
At intervals of about fifteen min­
utes the FTosh seemed to have their 
opponents coming their way. Their 
heaves seemed to start the Sophs, but 
the second-year men hugged the 
ground hard and held. The FTosh, re­
sponding to varied coaching, fought I 
like madmen, but there was no sys-1 
tern to their fight When heaves 
were called the men were not together 
and every man did not heave.
Last Stand Hard.
Th last fifteen minutes of pulling | 
saw panic in the FTeshman camp.
Having given out all their rope, the 
lost four men were pulled in a heap, 
holding desperately. The Sophs, I 
responding to Coach Teevan’s, “Steady, 
one, steady, two, heave!” brought the 
FTeshmen steadily to the bank. Then 
going a yard at a time, fighting every 
inch of It, the FTosh plunged in and | 
the greatest tug of war was over. I
Teams Evenly Matched,
The teams were about as evenly 
matched as could be. The FTeshmen
had the advantage in weight by one | ___________
paltry pound, the Sophs tipping at
1,640, and the FTosh at 1,641. The constitution of the Associated
The banks, too, were about even, students of the University of Montana 
Captain Forbes of the FTosh, won the |g to be changed. Everythin# is now 
toss and chose the south bank, which ready for the students to act on the 
heretofore has been the lucky one. matter and the constitution as it Is 
Both sides had good footholds; if there amended will hang on the bulletin 
was any difference, that difference board for the consideration of all stu- 
was in favor of the Sophs, and that dents.
but slight. The changes are practically the
Poor Umpiring. same as those printed in the Kaimln
some time ago. There are, however, 
a few new things added which will be 
of benefit to the faculty and the stu­
dents alike. The principal addition is 
in regard to the A. S. U. M. manager. 
Instead of having a man elected from 
the faculty, the new constitution pro­
poses to have the manager of the or­
ganization elected from the student 
body. The duties o f the new manager 
will, however, be somenfhat different 
from those now performed by the man­
ager elected by the faculty. It pro­
poses to make the office of the Uni­
versity the treasurer of all o f the A. 
S. U. M. funds.
This step is taken because the office 
now receives all o f the incidental fee 
and has the money at the beginning 
of the year. Instead of having the
STUDENTS ARE TO ELECT 
A. S. U. M.
Amendment to Constitution Calls for 
Popular Election of Manager—Office 
to Handle All Money.
The contest was characterized by 
poor umpiring on the part of the up­
per classmen, at least on the Fresh-
15
BENNETT ESSAY TOPIC
President Dunlway has arranged for 
I President G. Stanley Hall, o f Clark 
[University, to address the students on 
Monday, April 1, at 11:30 a. m.,' in 
Assembly hall. President Hall is on 
his way to address the Inland Empire 
Teachers' Association at Spokane, and 
will stop off at Missoula, especially 
to speak to the members o f the Uni­
versity and friends. This is a rare 
and splendid opportunity to hear the 
ablest educator of the day.
Fresldent Hall stands today fore­
most among our many educational 
leaders and no American scholar is so 
widely known or more highly esteemed, 
In European centers of learning, than 
ho. He began his educational career 
in 1530 as a young lecturer at Harvard, 
fresh from nine years of study in 
Germany. Two years later he was 
appointed Professor of Psychology and 
Pedagogy in Johns Hopkins Univer­
sity, and there founded the first 
psychological laboratory in America. 
Since 1889 he has served as President 
of Clark University, Worcester, Mass. 
He is still at the head of the Depart­
ment of Psychology and gives his five 
courses of lectures besides his semi­
nary, his administrative work and 
writings. Since 1889 he has founded 
five Journals which publish the re­
sults of scholarship in many fields. In 
1892 he initiated a movement which 
organized the American Psychological 
Association and in 1909 he organized 
the National . Conference for Child 
Welfare and Research.
President Hall is an indefatigable 
worker and collects his vast store of 
Information from every field of hu­
man endeavor and is as conversant 
with the recent results in biology or 
geology as in his own field. He has 
published hundreds of papers and 
studies on psychology, child study and 
education. In 1904 he published two 
ponderous volumes on “Adolescence” 
and put out an equally large and valu­
able work in 1911 on “Educational 
Problems.” Most of his writing have 
been translated and are widely sought 
by the reading public in Europe.
President Hall Is a teacher in the 
very highest sense. Every afternoon 
he Is “at home” to his students for 
conferences on their research problems, 
methods o f study, questions of health, 
and problems of general educational 
interest. He has the rare Insight of 
knowing how to stimulate his stu­
dents to their best efforts, some he 
opposes, others he encourages, as best 
will develop the student As with all 
true teachers, his best work will never 
be known to the world save through 
the many regenerated men whom he j 
has sent out to serve their generation. 
Among his first students at Johns 
Hopkins were the brilliant men who ' 
have headed our educational advance, I 
such as John Dewey, H. H. Donalson, 
James McKeen Cattell, Edmund C. 
Sanford. William H. Burnham, besides 
others quite as well known. Since 
his tenure at Clark some seventy men ! 
have taken their doctor's degree un- : 
der his direction, many of whom are | 
now leading educators in our schools i 
and universities.
There is a superstition among stage 
folk and especially amateurs, to the 
effect that poor dress rehearsal is 
prophetic of a successful production. 
If this formula works backwards, the 
University play is doomed to failure, 
for the dress rehearsal Tuesday night 
was surprisingly perfect. But it is a 
safe bet that such will not be its fate. 
The various characters were all there 
in their costumes and both play and 
the folk dances were given In a fin­
ished manner.
The play tomorrow night Is the 
fourth annual entertainment to be 
given by the University. To be ex­
act it is an entertainment rather than a 
play for instead of a single produc­
tion as in former years there are two 
plays of one act each. Both of these 
are comedies, although of quite dif­
ferent styles. The first Is “The Far­
away Princess," by Hermann Suder- 
minn. In this charming playlet from 
Germany, a young student falls in 
love, with the aid o f telescope. How 
he does It and the situation he fi­
nally finds himself in, makes a most
(Continued on Page Five.)
SIX Cl 
BUCKLEY ORATORICAL
This week there will be two assem- 
I lies, both of them official. The first 
will be held on Monday, when all 
classes will be dismissed in order to 
attend the lecture of G. Stanley Hall 
of Clark University. Mr. Hall will 
address the students at 11:30 a. m. 
This will be an official assembly for 
the students and the public are in- 
\iied to hear this great educator.
On Wednesday the regular bi­
monthly official assembly will be held. 
The program is to be an Interesting 
one. It Is at this time that the Buck- 
ley Oratorical contest will be held. In 
this contest this year there Is entered 
some of the best talent in the Institu­
tion. The entire hour will be given to 
the contest. Those who have officially 
entered are Wayne Johnson, Orphla 
Culmer, Fredrick Klchter, Florence Do 
Ryke and E. N. J. Stanley. Three of 
the contestants are FYeshmen, namely 
Miss Culmer and the Messrs. Richter 
and Stanley.
As the rules require that the con­
testants in the Interstate contest to 
be held here May 24 require that no 
oration be of more than 1,200 words, 
the orations to be given next Wednes­
day will probably conform to the same 
rule. The winner of this contest, while 
not assured of the honor of represent­
ing the University in the Interstate, 
will have a very good chance, and the 
same oration will, in all probability, 
be used.
For the winner of this Buckley con­
test there Is a cash prize of $20 award­
ed by Dr. J. J. Buckley of Missoula.
Dr. Underwood has announced that 
the subject for essays in the Bennett 
contest this year will be "The Experi­
ence of American Cities Under the 
Commission Form of Government.”
These essays must not exceed three 
thousand words and must be sub- I office turn that money over to the A
FORMER LA FOLLETTE BOOM ERS 
TO  H ELP TEDDY W ITH H IS HAT
mltted before 
May. Tula essa 
submitted or th 
awarded. Since 
awarded last yea
the first Saturday in 
s at least must be 
prize will not be 
the money was not 
■, the prize this year 
dollars by a small
S. U. M., under the new plan the of' 
flee will pay all bills approved direct. 
This wilt take a lot of responsibility 
off of the manager and will not add 
very much to the office.
will exceed twenty  I A new clause has been added also 
amount, as the twenty dollars which since the publication of the proposed 
was to have been awarded last year changes. This new clause empowers 
was added to the fund. »he A. S. U. M. executive committee
Dr. Underwood la very desirous that I to appoint, direct, all managers of stu- 
a large number compete for this prize, j dent activities. This power has been 
The subject is an easy one. Excellent exercised In the past by common con- 
material for the essay may be found 1 sent of all, but there has been no 
in the city of Missoula. Several have strict ruling on the matter. This new 
already signified their Intention o f clause will avert all possible contro- 
competlng. I versy over the appointing of managers.
At a meeting of the La F\>llette Club 
held yesterday its members formally 
voted to transfer their allegiance from 
the Wisconsin man to Theodore Roose­
velt.
I The club was addressed by B. R.
' Cole, who said that the outlook at the 
present time seemed to indicate that 
: Theodore Roosevelt and not Robert M. 
La Foilette would be the candidate of 
. the Progressive Republicans at the 
Republican National convention. He 
| moved that the Club change its name 
and do all in its power to secure the 
presidential nomination and office for 
. the belligerent coloneL 
I It was also voted that the men who
held offices in the La Foilette Club 
be retained in their respective ca­
pacities in the Roosevelt Club and that 
the University organization should af- 
I filiate itself with the Missoula County 
Roosevelt Club.
The Club will not take lethargic in­
terest in the campaign but, following 
I the example set by the colonel, they 
I will get out and fight for his noml- 
i nation.
Several o f the members of the 
Roosevelt Club are efficient public 
speakers. These will take the stump 
iand do ail in their power In the com- 
I lng campaign to secure the nomina­
tion and election o f Colonel Roosevelt.
(Sty? W n k l#  Katmttt
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THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1912.
CALENDAR.
March 29—University play.
April 1—Stanley Hall speaks in Audi- j 
torium.
April o—Easter vacation begins.
A pril' 9—Easter vacation ends.
April 12—Le Brun Musical Com­
pany—University Lecture Course.
April 19—A. S. U. M. Dance. The 
last of its kind this year.
April 29.—University Lecture Course. 
May 3—Big May Day Carnival.
THE STUDENTS’ COUNCIL.
A few weeks ago there was much 
talk and agitation concerning a Stu­
dents’ Council in the University. Up 
to the present time nothing has been I 
done toward perfecting the organiza-1 
tion. All it is so far is talk.
Such a thing in the University would 
be of untold advantage. Something I 
comes up every day in the student 
body which could be better handled by 
such an organization as the Council 
would be. It would be a means of hav­
ing a head to everything that is un- | 
dertaken by the students outside of the 
A. S. U. M.
The plans as proposed are to have 
the Council composed of upper class- 
men, or of men from all classes. This I 
committee would have charge of a;: 
traditions, contests and other things 
which come directly under the stu-1 
dents. It would also be a means for i 
the faculty to get into closer touch 
with the students, and thus facilitate 
matters for everyone concerned.
The two proposed plans are that this ! 
Council would be made up of men from 
all classes, or would be strictly an up- ! 
per classmen affair. Either plan would 
be good; the difficulty is in finding! 
the one which would be the best . 
the one which wm ld be the best.
If it were composed of men from all 
classes the proportion, according to 
those who are the moving spirits in the 
scheme, would be one man from the i 
Freshmen class, two from the Sopho­
more class, three from the Junior and 
four from the Seniors.
This would be too unwieldy a com­
mittee. There would be as much trou­
ble getting these 10 men to agree on 
a meeting as there is in getting men 
out to Haiwithorne. Then, too, there 
is reason to believe that the Fresh­
men and Sophomore members would 
not take to Council in the way it is 
intended.
It would be far better to have the 
Council composed of men from the two 
upper classes. Three men from the 
Junior and four from the Senior. It 
would be easier to get seven men to­
gether and then the men would have 
the thing more at heart.
Do not misunderstand. We do not 
mean to say that the under-classmen
! would not take any interest in th e ! they made such a hit, it was thought 
matter. What we mean is that th e! here that surely the University would 
men who had been in the institution t not be behind the parade.” 
for more than two years would take a ! "Why, it seems to me,” replied the 
greater interest. These men wou'd • Soph, “that if that paper over at Boze- 
better understand the conditions ane man, the best college paper published 
there would be more unity among them ! on Friday in the state, I believe they 
than there would be, were the Council j claim to make it go, surely the Kaimin 
to include all classes. j would make a success of it.”
The idea of having a Council is a| "Well, there are two kinds of suc- 
good one. Its need has been demon-1 cess,” explained the Owl. There is the 
strated time and time again. Things' one which comes through the columns 
that should have been taken up by th e ' of the paper and there is the one that
student body have been overlooked be­
cause of the lack of a “ Central and
comes through the business depart­
ment. If you can’t make the business
Only”  in the student body. The latest I end go, and if there is no help coming, 
thing, for an example, was the Tug- \ why then the best thing to do is to 
of-W ar. While this was carried off j not attempt it.”
in a satisfactory manner, still there! “Tell me,” said the Soph, “just how 
would have been less anxiety, and the you intended to get this paper out. I 
affair would have been better had such ; mean w.hat time, what would you 
an organization as a Students’ Coun- cover, etc.?”
cil had it in hand. ‘Well,” responded the Owl, “we were
The thing now to do is to push the going to get the paper to the readers 
thing along so that some definite steps ' by 7 o’clock every evening. Each issue 
may be taken this year. Get together j  would cover the events of the day, and 
and express your opinion of the plan the paper would be given to every high 
and the way it s'.iould be worked. The school student on the grounds.” 
Kaimin will be glad to receive any and ! “Gee!” exclaimed the Soph, enthusi- 
all opinions that may be submitted. l astically, “that would be great. You 
Put them in the box in the main hall' mould get out the news before any
paper in the town. That would surely 
' show just what the University stu- 
I dents can do. Why, that would be 
j the biggest and best advertisement and 
' boosting agency that the University 
j ever had.”
j “Yes, I guess it would,” said the 
Owl somewhat dejectedly: “ it would 
! sure be a fine thing both for the vis- 
I itors and for the University.”
I “Well, don’t look so gloomy,” re- 
I plied the Soph, his usual optimism 
j  coming to the surface; “there may be 
a way to make that go yet. How many 
I dollars would it take, anyway. I guess 
I it would be quiet a sum.”
“No, it wouldn’t,” replied the Owl, 
“ we need in the neighborhood o f $30 
to $40. This would not cover the ex- 
I pense by a good deal, but the Press 
Club would be willing to stand all 
j of the rest. We don’t want anyone 
| to subsidize us. All we ask is that we 
be given something for value received, 
i And the University would surely get 
that much value from it.”
---------  “Well, I should say they would,”
“Say," asked the Soph, as he strolled ! emphatically said the Soph, “and 
into the Kaimin office, where the Owl more, too. I would certainly like to 
was busily engaged in grinding out see it done, and I think that there 
“dope,” “this weather reminds me of I may be some way y.et. Anyway, I’m 
spring, and every time I think of going to see what I can do about it. 
spring I think of track meet time.” We shouldn’t pass up this chance to 
“Yes,” replied the Owl, looking up advertise the institution. Well, so- 
from his “mill,”  “ it mill be time to long. I hope to report some luck for 
greet the high schools pr etty soon the daily when I nejtt see you. Be
or bring them to the office.
THE CRAIG PICTURE.
As yet we do not find the Craig 
picture decorating any of the walls of 
the University buildings. This is, in­
deed, too bad. The place for such a 
portrait is in the institution which was 
builded by the man and the students 
want to see that picture given its 
proper place. There is no doubt but 
that the picture will eventually reach 
the University, but we want it to come 
as soon as possible.
The Alumni in the city have made 
every effort to have the picture prop­
erly disposed of, in the hands of the 
University authorities, but the persons 
around the state have not as yet taken 
the proper action for such a step. The 
painting belongs in the University and 
we would like to see it here soon.
t h e  so p h  on  a  d a il y .
now.”
“What new features have they
good.”
“ That fellow is sure a peach,”  mut-
•planned for this year, do you know?” tered the Owl; “and always on the
job, too.”
THE BIG AD.
asked the Soph.
“No, I don’t,” answered the Owl. “ I 
haven’t heard o f anything as yet, but 
I suppose that there will be some. That 
committee is working hard to make 
this meet one of the biggest ever.”
“Well,” said the Soph, "I heard some 
rumor about there going to be a Daily 
Kaimin while the meet is on. Is there 
anything to that?"
“Well,” replied the Owl, “there 
doesn’t seem to be now. There was 
some talk of getting out a daily dur­
ing the meet, but when the proposi­
tion was brought up to the proper 
authorities it was killed, or, if not 
killed, at least badly injured.”
“Well," rejoined the Soph, "that is 
too bad. Here, after all of that talk 
last year about getting out a daily, I 
thought that it would be a go sure 
this time.”
“So did I,” replied the Owl. “Last | 
year we were all ready to go ahead and 
get it out, but the financial aid was 
not forthcoming and, while the Press 
Club would be glad to do it without 
any help, the Club did not then and 
does not now feel that it is up to it 
to stand all o f the expense.”
“No,”  answered the Soph, “I don’t 
think it is, either. A  thing like that 
does more toward giving the high 
schools an idea of college activities 
than a lot of other things that are 
done and paid.for by the University.”
“Well, then, too,” said the Owl,
“since the Exponent got out dailies However, when we get the students 
during the basketball tournament, and acquainted with the A. S. U. M. wr#
I This week the Kaimin goes to its j 
j readers different in “make-up” from I 
any other Kaimin which was ever is- 
! sued. It is also the first college pub- 
j lication, of which we know, in the j 
I northwest which has carried a full | 
I page advertisement. By looking on i 
page 6 of this issue the readers will j 
be Informed as to what it is that makes j 
this a different Kaimin.
On that page is a display advertise­
ment of the Beeson-Armstrong-Win- 
gert company of Missoula. This ad is | 
in two colors and is the first of its 
kind in the west.
This ad shows more than anything I 
else could the feeling of this Missoula i 
business house towards the University 
and the University students. We ap­
preciate what this firm has done for 
the Kaimin and urge all students not 
to forget them when making pur-1 
chases.
The Triangular Meet is the next 
thing on the program. It looks now, 
■however, that it will be a "duel.”  W e 
will do our best, anyway.
However the Base Ball will be well 
patronized.
“Poor clothes smother joy and 
heget gloom. The '‘hail fellow 
well met’ is most times cleanly 
shaven and smartly clothed”
The smart dressing young man 
wears good, but not gaudy clothes 
“R. B. Fashion Clothes”
are not loud or lonesome looking. They’re 
cheery and clever looking. Some fabrics 
are bright, some medium and some light; 
all are unusual in pattern and quality. It’s 
no wonder the clothes made from them are 
distinctive. Add correct style to perfect fab­
rics and a perfect fit and perfect satisfac­
tion is the natural result.
$22 .50  to $35 .00
p p i s s o u l a  @  m a n t i t e p l l
FOR A CUP OF GOOD COFFEE AND QUICK LUNCH GO TO
The Coffee Parlor
may be able to show more of that real 
college spirit.
How about Senior week? Is there 
going to be anything done and, most 
o f all, is there going to be anything 
“ doing.”
The A. S. U. M. needs your support 
at every meeting that is given by it. 
The “ live ones” give it. Where do you 
stand?
] Evidently there are many people who 
| don’t believe that old one about “In | 
Rome do as the Romans do.”
I And after many moons cometh the 
football sweaters and later the “Ms.” I
I To get a crowd at Baseball practice, | 
hire a few chorus ladles.
CHEMISTRY CLUB SPREAD.
i The Chemistry Club held one o f its 
most successful meetings of the year 
last Thursday night. The occasion 
was a “feed.” Ice cream and cake 
were served. The club also enjoyed 
j two entertaining and instructive 
 papers. Professor Thompson spoke of 
I “The Relation of the Electro-Iron 
I Theory to Chemistry.” Lucius Forbes 
I gave a talk on Radio-Activity.
—
PROFESSOR PALMER TALKS.
Under the auspices of the West Side 
Woman’s Club Professor Palmer last 
week gave a lecture on “Education in 
the Philippines” at the Lowell school. 
The professor is well qualified to speak 
on this subject, having taught in the 
islands two years.
The Bureau of Printing wants to 
give you figures on your printing.
I S I S
I The Musical Photoplay Theater
The Largest, Coolest and Best-Ven- 
, tilated Photoplay theater in the 
' Northwest, with pictures clear as a 
a bell.
Changes — Sunday, Monday, 
i Wednesday and Friday.
Don’t fail— Follow the trail.
T H E  I S I S
We Give Rates
The Pantorium
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing. 
SUITS TO ORDER 
Both Phones.
Missoula Laundry Co.
W .  C O N  W A Y ,S t u d e n t  A gent
Ward Studio
335 HIGGINS AVE.
Missoula Art Co.
Artistic Photographers
THE SMOKE HOUSE
MASONIC TEMPLE F. H. KNISLEY, Proprietor
CIGARS, TOBACCOS, BILLIARDS AND POCKET BILLIARDS. 
Lowney’s Chocolates. Pipe Hospital In Connection
NEXT TO BRIDGE.
The most convenient as well as economical for 
spreads is the electric table stove.
MISSOULA LIGHT & WATER COMPANY.
a
HIGH SCHOOL EXCHANGES
Broadwater County High School.
The basket hall boy* who attended 
the tournament at Bozeman, returned 
home loud in the praise of the enter­
tainment which they received there. 
The B. H. S- team won over that of 
Port Benton in a lively skirmish, but, 
feeling rather liberal 'when they came 
up against the Helena boys—since we 
had vanquished them in debate—they 
gave them the game to encourage 
them.
The singing period on Tuesday after* j 
noon was given over to the boys t o ' 
relate their experiences. They re­
counted the humorous as well as the 
educational side of the tournament, J 
and ail voted it one of the pleasantest j 
vacations they had had for a long j 
time.
The Zenith Literary Society gave a j 
very Interesting program last Friday 
As most of the programs this year
Edith • Anderson and Francis Pen- 
'nlngton have been absent from school 
s for the last two weeks on account of j Illness.
I The Sophomore Class have complet- 
: ed their work in Algebra, and are 
Staking plane geometry. On the whole, 
the Sophomore Class was rather re­
luctant to leave their work In algebra 
as they were so proficient in it. Most 
o f them could pass an examination by 
taking It four times.
Tuesday the Junior A Class will re­
port on Oliver Goldsmith’s "Traveler” 
and "The Deserted Village."
big
Me
Glasgov 
The program
’ High School.
it the Literary society
scholastic 
lass meet. This 
will undoubtedly be as interesting as 
| the big contest. Though the school 
does not intend to support baseball, a 
i big delegation practices every night. 
| We do not think Missoula is big 
I enough to support the two athletics,
| but there is room for a little ball 
! throwing on the side.
Next Friday will be High School 
night at the Isis theater, and the Non­
pareil. A certain per cent of the 
profits taken in that night at both 
places will be given to the Students’ 
Association. This is very generous 
of the proprietors and we hope every­
one will go. Both your school spirit;
Florence Steam Laundry
PAUL DORNBLASER. Student Agent
was given Friday afternoon, March 14, j and y » « r desire for a good time ought 
and consisted of the following num- j to ma^e y °u decide not to miss this 
bers: opportunity.
Song..............Eighth Grade Girls' Class | -------------------------------
A COMMUNICATION
have been of a serious strain, it was I Song ............................... —  Boys’ Class
decided that it would be a welcome I>lano Solo......... .....Margaret Anderson
change to have one that would be full J Question Box .......... ...........Lillian Betz j
of fun from beginning to end. It j Song ..............High School Girls’ Class i
was given in the form of a magazine A Farce..................Eighth Grade Pupils i To the Editor of the Kaimln:—At a
called ’’The Zenith," modeled some-1 Miss Rumsey was appointed critic. I meeting of the students of the law 
what after the style o f the Ladies'! The farce was an amusing little I school, held Friday morning last, t/he 
Home Journal and published with all 1 play o f one act and with the rest of j undersigned committee was appolnt- 
apologies to that magazine. The con- the program was greatly enjoyed. ed to make a statement through the
tents were as follows: Saturday night, March 23, the Glas- columns of the Kaimin outlining the
Editorial, Bernice Boone; "That Re- gow High School basketball team position and sentiment of the law 
minds Me," Gladys McCarthy; read - 1 played with the town team. The I school, as expressed at that meeting, 
ing, John Carter; piano duet, Mary and J score was 32-3 in favor of the High I regarding the comments contained in 
Marguerite Brown; "Ideals of a Plain j school. The team has not had much an article in the last issue of the 
Country Woman," Grace Blake; "Pret- practice and did well when this is Kaimin, entitled: "The Soph Asks
ty Girl Papers,” Rosemary Averill; ex- I taken into consideration. The team] About the Law Man.”
"Resolved, that j worfc <,f the High School was excel>us debate It is suggested by the article above
women have more powers than; jentj considering that the boys have referred to that the law school should
J played but little together as a team.
The lineup was as follows:
I Glasgow High School. City.
not be regarded as a part o f the Uni­
versity student body proper, and that 
its students should not participate in
Martin Leonard ....................Herb Carr j the student activities of the University
life. This Implication is fairly to be 
inferred from such statements con-Right Forward.Harold Franklin ..............Lee Coleman
Left Forward. tained in the article in question, as
tempo 
since
men, they should have a right to usi 
them." Affirmative, Mr. Kay, Winnl- 
fred Shindoil, Frank Cassidy. Nega­
tive, Miss Roberts, Booth Holker, Rose­
mary Averill. Song by Zenith Society.
The usual quarterly exams were 
held last week. Every pupil was re­
quired to take exams in all subjects j 
which he or she was taking, except
members of the debating team who Center » u»m.i» hJ P ^ u
were exempted from English. E very-1Abe McMahon Lee Chowmard prore8gionajg ,j0 not m|x ln the al­
one is entering the new quarter with} Right Guard. 'fairs of the student body." "First, I
an added zest that there may be few i Byron Lebert ............. --•••........... row n, tjjfnk that the student council should
failures at the end of the year. | Left Guard. be appointed and let them take what
The debating team has at last set- j The city team says It will meet the mea8ures they deem wisest. These fel- 
tied where the debate shall be 'held, j High School team next Saturday I lows on the council could meet with 
They have been paired with Bozeman i again, and the High School will have j the law men, and between the bunch
Lou Bretzke .........................  Farrington |the Allowing: "They are professional
men and according to the precedent 
establis ed in other institutions, th<
Right GUard.
t ....................
Left Guard.
and expect to debate there on thee 29th | to work harder for a victory, 
of March.
Dawson County High School.
Professor G. G. Hoole, principal of 
the Montana Institute, has been elect­
ed. by the High School Board to take 
charge of the Commercial course to 
be installed next year. The securing 
of Professor Hoole as the head of this 
department indicates It will be a good 
one. Graduates of the eighth grade 
will receive as good training by taking 
this course here at home as they 
would by going to some Commercial 
College at.a  much greater expense.
Two now microscopes for the work 
In Botany have arrived. These are a 
valuable addition to the work in Bot­
any. With these the pupils may be­
come more closely acquainted with 
their friends, the plants.
The Basketball tournament at Boze­
man closes the season for the High 
School. On an average, everyone is 
well pleased with the outcome of the | 
season just passed. The boys won a 
good percentage of their games, and 
have 190.50 in the treasury after 
spending $400 for various expenses. 
They will now start baseball and track 
work. Some of the boys have hopes 
o f qualifying for the track meet, to be 
held in Missoula In May.
President Hamilton of the Montana 
State College has been chosen to give I ise
Fort Benton High School. 
The best averages for the 
month are as follows:
First year:
Irene Jacoby .......... 98%
Muriel Taylor ........ .......... 97%
Second y'ear:
Myrtle Morger ........ .......96 3-5
Minnie Ludtke ........ .......95 4-5
Third ye:ir:
Genevieve Carter ... ...... 96
Harriet Lee ................... 92 1-7
Fourth year:
Myrtle Jacoby ......... ..........97%
Mildred Minar ....... ..........96%
The Seniors are
(they should get something which will j 
t be satisfactory to all.”  "They can I 
never get a degree (referring to law I 
I men classed as special), but just the 
1 same they will be here, entering into 
I student activities and may, perhaps, be 
I running them to the exclusion of the I 
rest of the students.”
Now; the position of the law school 
is and has been through this, the first 
I year of its existence, one o f active 
interest In the welfare of the Univer- I 
sity. The students of the law depart­
ment are and will be men who are 
I vitally interested in all lines of student | 
activity. They feel that it is of mu­
tual advantage to the University and 
to the law school that tlhere be hearty
now the proud I co-operation between the two in all 
possessors of very artistic seal pins, matters of University interest, 
which seem to be the envy find despair At the same time, the law school 
of othe other students. Class Day does not want to participate in any 
and Graduating exercises are claim-I university activities against the wish 
ing first place in the minds of all, I of the student body, or of any consid- 
great preparations being made. J erable proportion of it, nor to stand in 
The Sophomore entertainment given the position of personae non grata in 
this week consisted of a  pleasing pro- I any of the organizations or activities 
gram of four numbers with the usual jn which any of its students may be 
"budget” of school none and "knocks." I participating at the present time, and 
---------  I they wish that their position in the
matter be thoroughly understood now, 
while the discussion is in its inception.
It seems desirable, in order to fur­
ther the growth of the law school, both 
. . .  , numerically and in efficiency, that full
ever, the week after Easter prom- opportunity be afforded the law stu-
Missoula County High School. 
Things are very quiet and subdued 
around the High School, probably be­
cause Lent is almost over. How-
dent to engage in all forms of studentbe very lively. Some peopl
the , Commencement address. The j hint that the Junior play will come of! J activity and I f  it is the will of the Test 
High School is much pleased at hav-lthen, but those who really know any- 0f the student body that the law stu- 
ing been able to secure President J thing about it, are undecided. It is a j dents be excluded from participating 
Hamilton for the graduation exercises, certainty that there will be a big jn the activities of the University In 
Music Is being prepared for the 1 dance Friday night. There is another j general, Jt will be necessary to pro- 
Commencement exercises. The differ- thing to look forward to. The Senior! vide such opportunities within the 
ent classes will have worst on exhlbi-1 play Is coming and it must be soon, law sdhool for Its students exclu-
Miss Edna Power, who will train the j sively.
young actors, promises it before the The predominant desire on the part 
first of May. It will be a good thing of the law school is to increase the 
The basketball team had pictures it out of the way before the prestige of the University. The greater
taken at Wing’s Gallery. The pictures preparation for Commencement week‘ the prestige bestowed by it upon the 
are very good. The team intends t°| begins. j graduates of the law school and others
Next Thursday night will come the who obtain their law training here, 
tryout for the declamatory contest, j We feel that this can be done bet - 
The winner of this preliminary will |tcr ln conjunction than by divided
ffort. We desire that some action
lion at the High School during the 
afternoon and evening o f Commence­
ment day.
present to the High School an en 
larged picture with the names o f th 
players and schedule inscribed.
The cataloelnv of the IJhrnrv lias
THE PALACE HOTEL
CAFE AND GRILL THE BEST IN THE WEST
PRICES WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL
visit the High! People are in the contest than ever
School and address the pupils, Monday 
the r 25th.
| before. Those to appear Thursday! 
night are Tom Denny, Eugene Ange-1
Miss Barnett, who is going to enter: vine, David Roberts, Myrtle Parma I* 
>e State Essay Contest, has completed! Burke Allen and Helen Maclay.
BURTON R. COLE. 
R. JU8TIN MILLER, 
EDWARD P. KELLY 
LARUE SMITH,
Committee
her essays, and Is ready to send them | Track is the 
to Missoula. This ia the first time the?that fills the 
High School has been entered ln a I now. The bo
all-absorbing athletics j 
minds o f the students I 
practicing every '•
contests of this sort, and we hope Miss] night regularly. There has never 
Barnett will receive a  medal for herj been such a good turn out in the his- 1 
efforts. { tory of the school as we have this
As a member o f the 
olnted to draft a sts 
>rth the attitude o f i
apommitt 
ament settii 
le law scho 
lished in la
(Continued on Page Four.)
Walk-Over Shoes
If Tou Are Walking in 
WALK-OVER SHOES 
You're walking in company with 
the WORLD WISEST and Most 
Discriminating Dressers. We extend 
a Special Invitation to investigate 
the New Spring Oxfords.
$3.50, $4. 00, 4. 50, 5.00 
Walk-Over Shoe Store
316 Higgins Avenue
THE SOUTH SIDE GROCERS.
Barber & Marshall
The Stuff for
Lunches and Spreads
CANDY, CAKES, FRUITS 
Student Trade Solicited
Union Market
A  Good Clean Shop
Fancy Meats
Fine Poultry
BOTH PHONES
Bell 117 Ind. 431
130-132 Higgins Avenue
Pop Corn goes good at the Shows. 
Lots of It.
Grand Theater Pop Corn Wagon
C. H. MILLER, Prop.
CHILI and 
T A M A L E
P A R L O R
Tables For Ladies 
O P EN  TILL 2 A . M , 
J. B. PIGG
134 West Cedar
A.D. PRICE
Florence Hotel Block Phone 175
High School and University Pen­
nants, Parker’s and Moore's Non- 
Leakable Fountain Pens.
Periodicals of All Kinds, Post Cards 
and Stationery.
Cigars and Tobacco.
Form the habit—go to Price’s.
The
Metropole
Our Specialty 
Is Fine Hair Cuttl
Thompson cft Marlenee
®llF
IBrstmt iflmttana 
National Sank
Capital, 
Surplus Fund,
G. A. WOLF.
J. H. T. RYMAN,
$200,000.00
50,000.00
President
Cashier
M issoula T ru st and  
Savings B ank
CAPITAL
SURPLUS
$200,000.00
.. 60,000.00
Officers:
J. M. Keith, President; S. J. 
Coffee, Vice President; A. R. Ja­
cobs, Cashier; R. C. Glddings, As­
sistant Cashier.
Three per cent Interest Paid on 
Savings Deposits.
LUCY & SONS
Furniture and Carpets
O U R  M O TTO  
Cleanliness and Finished 
W  orkmanship
MILLER’S
GEO. MILLER, Barber 
Under First National Bank
Owen Kelley
KEY WEST AND DOMESTIC 
CIGAR8
POOL and BILLIARDS  
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes
Agents for Johnson’s Sweet Choo- 
olates. "Meet me at Kelly’s."
TH E  FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK
Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
A Savings Department in 
Connection.
F. S. LUSK, Pres. F. H. ELMORE. 
Vice Pres.; E. A. NEWLON, Cash.: 
H. S. HOLT. Asst. Cash.
J. A . Cavander
GENERAL ELECTRIC 8UPPLIE8 
Construction and Repairs, Fixtures, 
Sells, Batteries, Etc.
Both Phones. 318 Higgins Ave.
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POPULAR STORE IS
GIVING POSTERS
MILDRED INGALLS..................... Editor
edded in Massachusetts.
A newspaper of Lynn, Mass., has the 
Rowing interesting account of the 
sit in that city of Mr. and Mrs. 
harles Sale. Mrs. Sale, nee Miss 
arie Bishop, is known and admired 
y a host of friends in Missoula and 
le University.
“After having brought back to Lynn 
•om the Immanuel church in Somer- 
ille a bride in the attractive person 
f Miss Marie Bishop of Seattle, Wash., 
ho came across the continent to wed 
im, Charles Sale—better known on 
he stage as “Chick” Sale—played the 
ole of will-o’ -the-iwisp so effectually 
his morning that local newspaper- 
nen who wanted to get a peek at Mrs. 
iale and secure a little enlightenment 
in the circumstance of the romance 
phich resulted in her marriage to the 
>opuIar young vaudevillian, found it 
larder than running down a ray of 
unshine in today’s rain.
“The couple did slip out of the 
tertland house on Summer street, 
or a walk and then Sale hid himself 
iway with his wife with a modesty 
luite in contrast to the customary 
Uertness for publicity which tradition 
ittaches to the average actor.
Mrs. Sale attended the couple, 
visiting her uncle, A. W. Bishop of 
Somerville and when Sale got around 
:o play at the Lynn theater this week 
:he wedding was decided upon. The 
ceremony was performed in the pres- 
mce of a small party of witnesses, 
among them several of the bride’s girl 
friends who are studying in Boston.
One of these, Miss Marjorie Ross of 
Missoula, Mont., Mrs. Sale's native. UAnrv, _. 
town, and Carl A. Bishop, a cousin orj l!™",
Mr. Sale, attended the couple.
“Mr. and Mrs. Sale were cordially 
greeted by the other players at the 
Lynn theater when they appeared there 
yesterday afternoon. Mrs. Sale had 
never before seen her husband’s act 
and she showed keen interest in ms 
swift and realistic ohanges from one 
character to another in his protean of-
fancy dictated. After the dainty re­
freshments were served, the guests all 
assembled in the beautiful sitting room 
where the most pleasant feature of the 
afternoon took place. Little Barbara 
and Fritz Sterling, dressed as farmers, 
came in with a play farm wagon 
heaped up with packages, which, when 
opened, were found to contain kitchen 
utensils of every size and description. 
About sixty guests were invited and 
each came bearing gifts for service and 
adornment in the kitchen of Miss 
Tietjen's new home.
Dorm. Party.
The greater part of the girls who 
live in the Dorm were hostesses Sun­
day evening at a very delightful and 
informal party. The two guests of 
honor, R, Justin Miller and E. Pat 
Kelly, gave a very entertaining musical 
program while the young ladies made 
candy. A “perfectly grand” time is 
reported by all.
If the students of the University 
desire to have wall decorations that 
are good and neat, it will be worth 
their time to clip the coupon in the 
B. & A. advertisement on page 6 of 
this issue and present it at the B. & A. 
store soon.
These posters which will be given 
away by the B. & A. firm are made 
to portray college life. They are 
“classy” in every sense of the word 
and are not marred by having adver­
tisements across the front of them.
There are four posters in each set. 
j Each a separate story in itself. They 
portray a college man’s life in the 
morning, at noon, in the afternoon and 
in the night. Anyone who gets a 
Kaimin cannot afford to miss this op­
portunity to get one of these posters. 
All that is necessary is to cut out the 
coupon, sign your name thereon and 
present it at the store of B. & A.
As there are only a limited number 
of these gaily-colored cards, it be­
hooves all who would have one to get 
busy while they last.
Don’t overlook the SPECIAL candy sale
S A T U R D A Y , M A R C H  30
The Nonpareil Confectionery
Miss Sterling Hostess.
On Monday evening Miss Dorothy 
Sterling was hostess at at very 
charming dinner in compliment to Miss 
Hazel Tietjen. The table decorations 
were exceptionally attractive and very 
novel. In the center instead of the 
customary bouquet o f flowers was a 
large doll dressed as a bride in a white 
satin dress and a long, filmy veil. The 
place favors were two tiny candy 
doves. The guests comprised the 
bridal party of the Tietjen-Forbis wed­
ding.
HAWTHORNE ELECTS OFFICERS.
The members of the 
pleasantly entertained on Tuesday aft­
ernoon by Miss Edna Power. Bridge 
afforded the afternoon’s entertainment 
until tea time.
At the 'ast regular meeting of 
Hawthorne, officers were chosen to di­
rect the society’s rowboat through the 
turbulent seas of existence. By unani­
mous ballot, E. J. Stanley was dele­
gated to back up the president, Lucius 
E. Forbes, who had been elected at a 
previous meeting. C. S. Jackson, also 
running uncompetitively, was elected 
to keep the records. For the position 
as gpardian and keeper o f the coin, 
the balloting was exciting. N. J. 
Taylor and C. E. Cameron were nomi­
nated. After three ballots, someone 
in the meantime having jiggered the 
ballot box, supposedly the supporters 
400” Club were i ° f  one of the candidates, Taylor came 
off victorious. Cameron was elected 
critic.
A COMMUNICATION.
(Continued From Page Three.)
To University 
Students
I f  you would shop economically, yet with all the dignity that 
comes from shopping at a high grade store, you will be drawn 
with irresistible force to this store.
------IT IS MISSOULA’S BEST STORE____
IT IS MISSOULA’S ECONOMY CENTER
P n n o h i i e ' S
POPULAR MUSIC 15c per copy
Hoyt-Dickinson Piano Co.
223 Higgins Avenue Missoula, Montana
Tietjen-Forbis Wedding.
One of the most beautiful weddings
ever solemnized in Missoula was that I week’s Kaimin intimating a desire ti 
fering, ‘A  Country School Entertain- i of Miss Hazel Tietjen and Hugh Tern- have more definitely determined the 
ment.’ j  pl® Forbis on Wednesday evening. The jaw school’s position in tihe university,
“ Mrs. Sale first became acquainted ceremony was performed in the Tietjen j  have signed the above statement in 
with her husband about six months I home which was transformed into a ! order that it might come from the 
ago in Salt Lake City. Mr. Sale, wlho I regular bower of pink sweet peas, for- j jaw school as a unit, inasmuch as all 
comes from Urbana, 111., is a graduate | get-me-nots and smilax. In the bay I the other law students felt that this 
of the Illinois University. Mrs. Sale | window of the parlor a large white | was the proper action to take. A l­
though I expressed myself as opposed 
to this action, I was appointed on the 
committee to draft the statement, and 
so I have signed this as tlhe commit­
tee report. In view of my paradoxical 
position, therefore, it seems proper I 
that I should say something in ex­
planation.
It was always my idea that the arti­
cle, “The Soph on the Law School," 
was not worthy of serious considera­
tion from the law students. I deemed 
it but another manifestation of that |
attended the University of Montana ] arch was built, completely covered 
and is an exceptionally fine violinsL” j with smilax and sweet peas. From the
---------  chandelier to the wall were streamers
Kappa Banquet. of smilax forming an almost solid
The members of Beta Phi chapter of canopy. While the soft strains of the
Kappa Kappa Gamma celebrated the wedding march were being played by 
fourth anniversary of their installa- j Mrs. Lombard and Professor Fischer, 
tion on Saturday evening. An elab- j the bridal party entered. The brides- 
orate banquet was held in the dining I maids, the Misses Eva Coffee, Ruth 
room o f the Elks’ clubhouse. The long J Worden, Leona Forbis and Dorothy 
table, laid with covers for twenty-two, | Sterling, and the ushers, Messrs. W al- 
iwas exquisitely decorated with quanti- | ter McLeod, Arthur Bishop, Joe Farrel 
ties of white carnations and smilax, and Gilbert McLaren, came in first in 
and the sorority colors, light and dark couples. The bridesmaids were gowned j narrow-minded spirit of provincialism 
blue, were used in ribbons and dainty In filmy dresses of the most delicate |iWihich has been for so long prejudicial! 
hand-colored place cards. After the pink and blue shades, wore little pearl the broader Interests o f the whole I 
delicious menu, Miss Florence Leech caps trimmed in bows of pink and university and which has, perhaps, 
acted as toastmistress and several blue maline and carried shower bou- more than anything else, operated to 
clever toasts were said. Those pres- quets of pink sweet peas and forget- I keep the University of Montana in the! 
ent were Mesdames David Mason, Clif- me-nots, carrying out to perfection grade-school class in the past. For- 
ford Calkins, Julius Derge; Misses I *he color scheme used for decorations, tunately this spirit is rapidly being 
Alene MacGregor, Grace Leary, Ana- Then came the little flower girl, Miss stamped out, but it survives in occa- 
bel Ross, Margaret Lucy, Edna Ran- Barbara Sterling, carrying a large gjonal spots where the Philistine habit 
kin, Gladine Servis, Grace Rankin, basket of flowers, followed by Miss j jg deep rooted. The sentiment of the 
Florence Leech, Eva Coffee, Maude i Edith Tietjen, the maid of honor, who article is unworthy of any loyal stu- 
McCullough, Alvena Hodgson, Frances wore a beautiful gown of delicate dent of the University.
blue. Following foer came the bride in Any effort to join issues on the arti- 
her exquisite white satin gown, ac- cje j.n question upon the basis which 
companied by her mother, who were the Kaimin places it would, it seems 
met at the altar by the groom, at- ] to me, drag the law school into the 
tended by his brother, Clarence Forbis. I country-bumpkin atmosphere, involve 
The ceremony was performed in the it in a trivial fight with paper swords 
•presence of only a feiwi of the most as weapons, with fools’ caps as laurel 
intimate friends  ̂ of the bride and | wreaths for the victor and with honor 
groom, after which a large reception, avenged at the expense of self-respect 
was held for which about 400 invita- ag the gratification. The law school 
tions were issued. must not tilt at windmills and expect
Mr. and Mrs. Forbis left on the even- to make progress. It is ridiculous to 
j *nS train for the coast, wihere they suppose for a moment that the article 
will spend several weeks, after which complained of represents the opinion 
they will be at home to their friends in the student body or any consider- 
their apartments in the Forbis flats.
LUMBER DEPARTMENT OF THE
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Successors to the Big Blackfoot Milling Company 
Manufacturers of
W ESTERN PIN E  AND LARCH LUMBER
Mills Located at Bonner, Hamilton and St. Regis, Montana 
General Sales Office Located at Bonner, Mont.
Box Shooks, Lath, Moldings, Sash, Doors, Mill Work, Etc.
Leary, Carolina Wharton, Isabel Ho­
nan, Abbie Lucy and Mildred Ingalls.
Sunday Evening Supper.
Mrs. Tietjen and her daughter, Miss 
Edith, gave a most, delightful supper 
on Sunday evening in honor of the 
members of the wedding party who 
attended Miss Hazel Tietjen and Hugh 
Forbis. The table was decorated in 
the most artistic manner, pink being 
the predominating color. The guests 
were the Misses Hazel Tietjen, Eva 
Coffee, Ruth Worden, Dorothy Sterling 
and Leona Forbis; Messrs. Hugh For­
bis, Walter McLeod, Arthur Bishop, 
Joseph Farrel and Gilbert McLaren.
A Kitchen Shower.
Mrs. F. T. Sterling and daughter, 
Dorothy, were hostesses Saturday 
afternoon at a most delightful party 
in compliment to Miss Hazel Tietjen. 
The guests were first requested to 
help tie a dainty bed comfort to find 
a place in the new home, then they 
were L'rto to play bridge or sew. as
able portion thereof. Being patently
---------  | an ill-advised ejection of the spleen of
Engineers’ Smoker. a few students and being so manifest-
The Engineers’ Club of the Unlver- I ly an attempt to stab the law school 
sity gave a smokere Saturday evening under cover of presenting a bouquet 
at the home of Professor and Mrs. A  that all may detect the deception, it 
W. Richter in compliment to the men condems itself and is, therefore, not an 
of the short forestry course. There object for our ridicule so much as for 
were sixty young men present, includ- our contempt.
ing both groups, and the evening was The law school cannot afford to fight 
made enjoyable with smoking, sing- to fight provincialism in the spirit of 
ing, speech-making and eating. provincialism, for the law school has
thus far been tlhe most potent factor 
in the elimination o f this spirit and 
must continue to hold itself superior to 
that spirit. If the law school honors 
the matters by according its serious 
attention, it must needs submit to the 
same standard of qualifications as ] 
those with whom it enters the lists, it 
must needs concede some strength and 
some sense to the argument advanced, ( 
neither of which it possesses. To j 
question the good faith of the law 
students and to point a jealous finger 
at their motives and efforts on behalf 
o f the university at this particular 
time, when, with the law school in its 
infancy and the University in the 
midst of a period o f transformation, 
we so much need harmony, seems to 
me to be thoroughly fatuous and 
puerile.
For these reasons I was opposed to 
any notice being taken o f the article 
at tlhis time and of no notice whatever 
being taken except in the improbable 
event that the student body should 
manifest itself in favor of the senti­
ment expressed in the Kaimin dia­
logue. But my fellow students be­
lieved that we should endeavor at once 
to ascertain the sentiment of the stu­
dents, and with the understanding that 
this article is directed towards that 
end, I can sign it conscientiously with 
a mental reservation to the effect that 
I think that in its publication the 
law school is permitting itself to enter j 
into the zone of petty business, is 
making much ado about nothing and 
rushing into print at the expense of its 
dignity and somewhat at the 'expense 
of the position which it has occupied 
as a leader and peacemaker rather 
than as a contender and disrupter in 
the affairs of the University.
LARUE SMITH.
J. D. Rowland
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN 
Repairing a Specialty 
114 East Main 8t. Missoula, Mont.
H e i m b a c h ’ s
Agents for 
Stall and Dean 
Sporting Goods
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CARY TALKS TO MEN 
ON TRACK OUTLOOK
There are four of these: The High­
land Fling, Irish Lilt, Swedish Weav­
ing Dance and the Kinder Polka. Bach 
dance will be given in the costumes 
of the respective countries.
The cast o f characters and persons 
who will take part in the dances are 
as follows:
"THE FARAWAY PRINCESS.” 
Marie Louise, Princess from Geldern, 
Alice Mathewson, Anaconda; Frau von 
Brook, lady in waiting to the Princess, 
Esther Birely. Billings; Frau von Hall- 
dorf, Bess Rhoades, Missoula; Liddy 
and Milly, her daughters, Merle Ket- 
tlewell, Missoula, and Dorothy Ster- 
, , , . „  •, ling, Missoula;. Fritz Struebel, Carl
told several men, who, when they first G1,ck> Hamilton; Frau Lindemann,
Art Work, Poster*, Pictures, Frames.
SIM O N S P A IN T  C O M P A N Y
Glasswork of All Kinds.
312 N. Higgins Ave.
Editor
tne mile, half and two-mile. A ll’ 
these runs require is fair ability and 
lots of stick-to-it-iveness. Mr. Cary'
The meeting of track candidates held 
in the Gym on Monday night was one 
of the most successful athletic rallies 
this year. In response to the call of 
Physical Director Cary, twenty-five 
men appeared to talk over the coming 
season. A few of them have been on 
Varsity squads of past years, but 
most of them were new men in school. < 
All were very enthusiastic nnd ah- 
though only a half dozen were ready ]
Evelyn
appeared on the cinder path were col­
lege jokes, but by sticking with it 
these men were able to win intercol­
legiate races. In closing, Cary said:
"The prospects for a championship 
team are not as bright this spring as 
they have been in former years, but if Bess Wilde, 
all of you men come out regularly and, Butte 
work hard and earnestly, I believe we 
will come out on top.”
Captain Cameron.
In a short talk Captain Cameron ex­
pressed his pleasure at the large
Maude McCullough. Missoula; Rosa, 
Madge Beatty, Great Falls.
FOLK DANCES.
Highland Fling.
Stephenson, Stevensville; 
Missoula; Grace Sanger, 
Edna Rankin, Missoula.
Irish Lilt.
Alice Hardenburgh, Missoula; Mil­
dred Ingalls, Missoula; Ruby Jacobson,
Hammond Addition
Near the University. By far the 
swelle8t residence district in the 
state of Montana. Prices moderate. 
Terms easy.
South Missoula LandCo.
FRANK P. KEITH 
Secretary
New Bijou
Missoula's Picture Palace.
Exclusively High-Classed Licensed 
Pictures.
It’s the quality—that's why we lead.
Best
Picture
Best
Music
Best
Songs
Change of program Sunday, Mon­
day, Wednesday and-Friday.
to start work that night, the whole 
squad will be out regularly from now turnout and thanked the men for the 
on. A good part of the new men are interest they had shown by appearing, 
freshmen. Some of them have He reiterated Mr. Cary’s statements on 
placed in Interscholastic events and training and urged the squad to come 
others look good. ; out regularly and to get out anyone
The Coach Talks. ; else who has track ability.
Mr. Cary gave the men some point- ; Before leaving, the time for coming 
ers on early spring training, espe-! out afternoons was discussed and set 
dally emphasizing the importance of at four-forty-five. This hour will 
wearing some protection on the legs allow everybody to get out of lab and 
while the weather is still cold.' be on the track in a suit at a regular 
Mustard oil should be rubbed on and time. Besides the regular time, the 
an old pair of Gym tights worn. A ll. orach will be able to give personal at- 
men will be expected to take short tention to anyone who can come out
in the morning.
BASEBALL SATURDAY.
Missoula; Merle Kettlewell, Missoula. 
Swedish Weaving Dance— Kinder Polka 
Marguerite Bonner, Missoula; Hilda 
Marsh, Missoula; Mabel Leyden, 
Butte; Grace Leary, Libby; Frances 
Leary, Libby; Winifred McLaughlin, 
Missoula; Frances Page, Sandpoint; 
Florence Shull, Missoula; Louise Sin­
clair, Helena; June Whiting, Missoula; 
Cecile Johnson, Missoula; Alvena 
Hodgson, Kalispell.
"LEND ME FIVE SHILLINGS.”
Mr. Gollghtly, Nat Little, Missoula; j 
Captain Phoobs, E. P. Kelley, North! 
Andover, Mass.; Captain Spruce, Don­
ald Young, Kalispell; Mr. Morland, 
Donovan Worden, Missoula; Sam, a 
waiter, Merritt Owsley, Twin Bridges; 
Mrs. Major Phobbs, Louise Smith, 
Chicago; Mrs. Captain Phobbs, Flor-
Easter Lilies
in Pots
Twenty-five cents per bloom, buds 
included.
Ours Are the Bed.
R  &  S
FLOWER STORE
The Minute Lunch Room
FOR GOOD COFFEE 
Cest Lunch House in the City.
509 North Higgins Avenue
W. E. WHEELER, Prop.
jogs on the oval for a week or two.
The track Is still soft and could be 
easily torn up If spikes were used on 
It now, so the oval will have to be
used until the track can be rolled Into On Saturday afternoon the Varsity; ence Leech, Dupuyer. 
shape. Special training for different squad will meet the high school team! jn accordance with a custom begun 
events will begin soon. There are on Montana field. The game will b e !Wjtv, the first of the University plays,
several events which new men will be called at 2:30 p. m. No admission ] Young Women’s Christian Asso-
expccted to work into. These are the will be charged and it is hoped that! ciation will serve refreshments in the
weights and distance runs. There are the bleachers will be filled with Var- i hal'. Opportunity to patronize the
no old weight men in school who are slty fans. All the members of the j  young ladies will be had during tlje
eligible, and success in the discus, squad will be given a tryout so this 
hammer and shot will depend entirely is the time to get the real dope on 
on new material. There Is lots of the team. The diamond has been 
room for everybody In all runs from rolled and is in fine shape and ready 
the two-twenty up, and especially in for a fast contest.
BUNTS A N D  DASHES
intermission and before and after the. 
performance. Their wares will con­
sist of candy and other edible surprises 
which will be revealed to those who 
hunger or have fair company.
Seats for the p'ay are on sale at the 
Nonpareil Confectionery. The prices 
are fifty and seventy-five cents.
The Engineers are to try their luck 
with the paste pot and editorial pen 
on April 24, when they will get out an 
issue of the Kaimin. E. W. Fredell 
has been chosen editor-in-chief and
--------- I Fred Thieme associate editor. The
Fifty-three candidates reported for edition -will be devoted to boosting
HENLEY,EIGEMAN & CO.
G R O C E R S
A  C LE AN  STORE
GOOD GOODS  
RIGHT PRICES
T R Y  US and SEE
A. G. SPALDING AND BROS.
are the largest manufacturers In the 
world of OFFICIAL EQUIPMENT 
for all athletic sports and pastimes.
The ’
Spaldihg
T rade-Mark 
|<oIis known through­
out the world as a 
GUARANTEE OF 
• r a s - '  QUALITY
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
1616 Araphoe St. Denver
Green & Ellinghouse
Livery, Cabs and Transfer 
Autos to Rent
Both Phones: Bell 38; Ind. 438.
MISSOULA, MONTANA.
What about emblems for the basket- Why not roll it into a hockey field? 
ball team. To present them with 1 Are there any athletic girls in school? 
sweaters would be too much of
strain on the A. S. U. M., but surely | trag^ work at the Agricultural C ol-! their department
their services deserve some recognl- J  lege last Monday. That was a pretty _______
tion. A sufficient time has elapsed good showing, Aggies, but allow « * :
since the close of the season to make 
this question pertinent. But if suit- j 
able emblems have to be sent for, thei 
members of the team had better leave I 
their mid-summer addresses with the! 
manager.
to say that you’ll need them all. BAT IN LIBRARY.
W O M E N ’S
Ready -  to - W  ear Apparel 
and Art Goods
114-116 E. Cedar Bell Phone 1069
With the coming of the miss-named Pandemonium had its innings last. 
Triangular we have a Jot to look for- Thursday evening. The excitement 
ward to. We will be able to see the was caused by one innocent bat, cap-
Chas. MrCafferty P. C Boling
team trim the Aggies, we hope.
The baseoaH nine Is showing lots of} Here 
speed. There are enough men for two j  soon be like Missoula on Sunday—dry 
teams out now and the season hasn't; Get that? 
fully opened up. With the schedule 
of games arranged it looks as though 
Montana was going to be on the base­
ball map this year.
tured and turned loose in the library | 
by one innocent Freshman, Robert! 
hoping that the track w ill' Borland. After scaring the librarian j 
into fifty-seven varieties o f fits and 
distributing bedbugs profusely about
The Peerless
POOL AND BILLIARDS 
Un<on Block East Mai)
University Text Books and 
Supplies of all Kinds
Drawing Instruments ihiported di­
rect from manufacturers. Better 
Instruments for less moneyi Call 
and see goods and get priees.
114
L I S T E R ’ S
E- Main St. Missoula, Mont.
i the room, the poor creature was mur- paying an admission fee of 31.00.
With Conrad again in training it dered by one Peter E. Hansen and one
commences
come.
to look like spring had j Roscoe W. Wells.
A dozen huskie freshmen have al- We expect great things from "Con-1 
ready come out for track. If theyinie” this year. He is the best man . 
have the same fear of losing a meet j we have for the sprints. He’s got j 
that they have of a cold bath, they to do something.
will certainly make the inter-class ---------
games Interesting. Another sign of spring—
---------  I “Bob Cary on a warm spring day,
The pitching staff that a month ago Raking cinders on the straight away.” |
was Invisible, is now a well-known i -------------------- ------ -—
quantity. Dally work-outs under the 
tutelage of Eddie Corbin ha\ 
duced some twlrlers who 
the mound In true Varsity style
A. S .U .M . REPORT 
OUT AFTER MUCH DELAY
F a c to r s  in tw o  p l a y s
Shows That Treasury of Associated 
Students Is Badly Deficient—Every 
Activity Loses Money.
What we’d like to see now In the 
way of a tug of war is a set of singles 
between "Looshus” and “Blitz.”
(Continued From Page C/ne.)
W<
skating rink that isn't working now.
fascinating story. Carl Glick, who
1 I takes the part of the student portrays
have a fine, one hundred dollar, lhe character like a professional. He
is not without experience, having tak­
en part in dramatics at Northwestern 
University, which he attended last <*ate
year.
“Lend Me Five Shillings.”
The second play. "Lend Me Five 
Shillings," is by the English play­
wright. J. Madison Morton. The 
scene is laid in present-day England, 
and represents a ridiculous incident 
In the career of a young English gal­
lant. It Is he, Impersonated tomor­
row night by Nat Little, who seeks the 
loan of the shillings. He is really 
desperate In his want and is forced 
into several situations that may be 
easily appreciated by one who has 
ever been “ broke.”
The Folk Dances.
While the total receipts as against 
the total money paid out shows that 
there is a balance of 324.64, It must be 
remembered that in the total receipts 
there Is all o f the money received 
from the 35.00 fee paid by every stu­
dent at the beginning of the year. It
can then be seen that with such a
small balance of this fee money left 
the A. S. U. M. is the next thing to 
broke, i. e., badly bent.
The report as handed to the Kaimin 
Is as follows:
A. S. U. M. Report.
Receipts—
Football .................- ...................... 3525.60
Basketball ......................   324.30
Plays ............ - .......—........... .......... 90.40
Debate ..............       25.50
Social functions ............    340.00
Rink ................................................. 61.90
Contingent ........ ....................
E A T
Try our home baked pies and 
good coffee.
Tip Top Lunch
313 Higgins Avenue
Below we print the report of the 
business manager of the Associated 
Students of the University of Mon­
tana. This report is the first which From fees .................
has been made this year and covers
all of the activities from September: Total receipts ........
j Checks Paid Out—
This report shows that the A. S. U. Football .....................
M. lost on football, 3444.47, on basket-' Basketball ..................
bell, 3101.75, on debate, 376.00, and on Tennis ________ ____
the rink 3104.20. Aside from this Track ......... ....... ........
there are many debts which have been D e b a te ____________J
paid that are a dead loss, that is the Social fu nction s____
money was paid out and nothing has General _______ ......__
been taken in. These are tennis. Rink ...........................
314.00, track, 37.00, general expense. Plays _____     70.70
3168.35, and Glee Club, 350.00. Of Glee Club ________   50.00
course there Is hope that track and ■ ■ .
the Glee Club will pay something be-i Total paid o u t ....................32,270.62
fore the season is over. Total receip ts ................  32,295.26
As to the money made by the A. S. Total paid out ..............................  2,270.62
U. M., there is not much to say. The ■ — ■
first play given this year cleared 319.10, Balance on hand  ...... ............. — 324.64
.... 49.47
.... 888.09
-32,295.26
...3970.07
..... 426.05
.... 14.00
_  7.00
__ 101.00 I
.... 307.35 
.... 168.35 J  
__166.101
HYACINTHS JONQUILS
EASTER LILIES 
Largest Assortment in the City
Missoula Nursery 
Company
105 East Cedar St.
i and the social functions have cleared Approximate bills . .. ............ ...___3175.001
The folk dances which will fill the i 332.65. Most o f the money cleared on In bank .....-___ ■ ____________  24.64 •
Intermission between plays are reviv- j the social functions was cleared when Fund ■....... ............... .....  89.411
a Is o f old-country peasant customs.! the students and others alike were 350 held bock until final report.
Vienna Cafe
Next to Grand Theater, on Main St
For a Good Meal 
We Excel
PRICES REASONABLE 
•jYy our famous coffee. Open day 
and n>*ht
Phil Kenny, Prop.
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T T O U ,  Y O U N G  G E N T L E M E N ,  
j f  cannot spend an hour or half hour more 
pleasantly or to a greater advantage than 
by coming here to inspect and try on these 
much thought o f and much talked of L System 
garments.
All of you who dress well because it makes you look brighter, feel better, 
and carries you more quickly towards success, come in today or tomorrow and 
contribute a part of your time to a survey of the L System Clothes for young 
Gentlemen. Everyone who is anyone will make an effort to visit our store 
during College and High School Week. Don’t renig. We’ll expect you to come 
in as soon as you read this ad. Come in and see these wonderful clothes— 
clothes made from the choicest loomings—clothes made for you—clothes so 
delightfully styled and conscientiously tailored that you can’t afford to over­
look them. A wide variety of models—Conservative, English, Norfolk, or long- 
cut sack coat; each one shown in fabrics that back up its style. Easily priced, 
$20 .00  and upwards.
B&A
Armstrong-Beeson- Wingert- Company
S Y S T E M
C L O T H E S
NEW  
COLLEGE 
POSTERS
This coupon, properly filled 
out, entitles you to a college 
poster, in colors, from the orig­
inals by Gustaveson. A splendid 
decoration for the "frat” or den. 
The number is limited—get 
yours early. It Is absolutely 
necessary that you bring this 
coupon.
Name
